Eikon – Global Fixed Income is a powerful solution for fixed income professionals. With exclusive benchmark market data, market-moving news, unique analytical tools and click-to-trade functionality with Tradeweb®, users have one destination for all of their needs.

Fixed Income highlights

- **Rates views** – G40 rates data and analytics with 0 to 40-year coverage. Decision-making tools – including Spread, Butterfly, Curve and Carry Roll Down trade ideas
- **Tradeweb prices** – Exclusive executable fixed income and derivative prices from Tradeweb (24,000+ bond prices)
- **MarketAxess prices** – Exclusive distributor of MarketAxess content from the leading corporate bond trading platform*
- **ICAP prices** – Exclusive executable IRS pricing from ICAP on the 19901 page
- **CDS** – Exclusive Markit and Refinitiv intraday and end of day CDS pricing to monitor counterparty credit risk
- **StarMine® Credit Risk Models** – Proprietary models for predicting credit deterioration ahead of the credit ratings agencies
- **eMAXX Bond Holders** – The world’s most comprehensive and accurate database of bond ownership and institutional investor profile information
- **MiFID II aggregated bond service** – A single display that consolidates trades across multiple multilateral trading facilities (MTFs) and approved publication arrangements (APAs)*
- **Loans data** – Access information on all active loans from LPC data
- **IFR® Markets** – The leading source of fixed income, capital markets and investment banking news and commentary
**Refinitiv Global Fixed Income – at a glance**

**Rates**
- **Access click-to-trade functionality** from Tradeweb, the leading global multi-dealer-to-client trading platform for rates products
- **Bond and Swap** data pricing from Tradeweb*
- **Rates Views** – Unprecedented market discoverability with the only screen in the market to offer a single G40 x 0 – 40-year solution, allowing you to exploit opportunities from a host of decision support tools that help gauge market direction
- **Eikon for Office** – A powerful tool to manipulate real-time and historical prices across the rates markets in Excel® as well as providing a comprehensive library of financial functions
- **Derivatives** – Complete pricing information from major inter-dealer-brokers such as ICAP, Tullet, Tradition, BGC, GFI

**Credit**
- **MiFID II aggregated bond service** – Brings together in a single standardized display the majority of traded volume in a bond*
- **Trace Viewer** – Monitor real-time and historical trades for the U.S. Corporate, Agency, TBA and 144A bond markets
- **Fixed Income New Issues Monitor** – Premium content and insightful commentary and data from market experts. Best-in-class new issues monitoring, providing immediate insight into IG/HY corporate and supranational new bond offerings globally, and the news related to these issues. Sourced by IFR and Reuters News
- **Comprehensive bond holder** information from eMAXX Bond Holders, the leading source providing critical bond holding information at insurance companies and mutual and pension funds
- **StarMine Credit Risk Model Suite** – Proprietary models for predicting credit deterioration ahead of the credit ratings agencies
- **Issuer Ratings Monitor** – Displays ratings actions as published by the ratings agencies allowing you to monitor all credit rating events for issuers and companies
- **Debt structure** – View outstanding debt of an issuer
- **League tables** – Industry-leading league table rankings across all investment banking transaction classes, including a comprehensive suite of current and historical DCM new issues league tables covering multiple debt products and markets
- **Reuters Pricing Service** – Calculated end of day bond prices
- **U.S. mortgages** – MBS Dashboard provides a comprehensive secondary mortgage market overview that also allows for “drill downs” to more specialized agency and inter-coupon swaps, graph and chart functionality, as well as primary/secondary rates comparisons
- **U.S. munis** – Terms and conditions and pricing on over 2 million U.S. municipal bonds. Access to real-time trade pricing from MSRB, Municipal New Issue Monitor with full coverage of primary market deals including negotiated and competitive calendars

**News coverage**
- **The world’s largest financial news organization** with operations in 131 countries and approximately 3,000 journalists. Global real-time coverage for all markets via Reuters News, Reuters Polls for central banks regarded as the industry benchmark, exclusive loan market news from Thomson Reuters LPC and IFR Markets
- **IFR Markets** – Bringing the functionality and features of the ifrmarkets.com website to Eikon. With full integrated access to this global, real-time commentary and analysis, take advantage of the forward-looking opinions, be on top of the deals that are coming to market, all while streamlining their information-gathering process

*Optional services

---

Refinitiv is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure, serving over 40,000 institutions in approximately 190 countries. It provides leading data and insights, trading platforms, and open data and technology platforms that connect a thriving global financial markets community – driving performance in trading, investment, wealth management, regulatory compliance, market data management, enterprise risk and fighting financial crime.
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